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12-year-old entrepreneur skates into success from VOA

Carson  (1)...............................(MAKE)  his  first  sales  in  the  room  where  students
(2)...............................(EAT) at his school. He (3)...............................(PUT) a few skateboards on a
table and his schoolmates started (4)...............................(BUY) them up. Within months, Carson
(5)...............................(HAVE) an agreement with a manufacturer. The young man says he has now
(6)...............................(SELL)  about  700  skateboards  in  under  two  years  of  operation.  His
skateboards  (7)...............................(COME)  in  a  number  of  shapes  and  designs.  Each  one
(8)...............................(COST)  around  $100.  But  not  all  the  profit  (9)...............................(GO)  to
Carson.  Some  money  (10)...............................(GO)  to  a  non  profit  group  that
(11)...............................(SUPPORT) the health and well-being of a place close to his heart.

“I  (12)...............................  (DONATE)  one  dollar  for  every  Lockerboard (13)...............................
(SELL) to Ocean Unite because they’re (14)...............................(FOCUS) on ocean conservation.”

Match the verb with its definition:
to overshoot
to foretell
to upset
to sublet
to wring
to put out
to leap

to pass (quickly) beyond and so miss (an exit, a road, a goal).
to extinguish, to disconcert, to  annoy or irritate
to squeeze or twist, especially to make something dry.
to predict, to prophesy.
to rent or lease part, or all, of a rented property.
to jump
to overturn, to trouble mentally or emotionally, to put into disorder.

Present Simple Present Simple 
NEGATIVE

Present Perfect Past Simple Past Simple 
Questions

You OVERSHOOT

He FORETELL

We UPSET

It SUBLET

They WRING

She PUT OUT 

I LEAP

Use verbs from the table to complete the following. 
1. The news of his death  …................................ me.
2. I don't believe we can  ….................................. the future by looking at the lines on our 

hands.
3. Please  …................................. the lights, and close the windows when you leave.
4. Students need their landlord's permission before they can …................................. their flats

in the summer.
5. 'This is one small step for man, one giant ….................. for mankind.'
6. My grandmother used a mangle to  …................................ her laundry, because she didn't 

have an electric washing machine.
7. He  …..................................... the exit on the A10, and had to turn round at St Arnoult en 

Yvelines.
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foretold,  leaping,  overshot,  put out,  sublet,  upsetting,  wring

Sentences taken from the news:
1. Mother Nature will ...................................... the moisture out of the skies this morning with

heavy rain and thunderstorms expected to get into Sussex County by about 8 a.m., lasting 
through to the afternoon, and ushering in much cooler temperatures. New Jersey Gazette

2. Residents have described flames ….................................... 20 feet in the air as firefighters 
continue to tackle a vast blaze on Saddleworth Moor.   AOL UK

3. Airbnb is partnering with Century 21 to let Parisians ….......................... their apartments 
legally. The Verge

4. A small plane …......................................... the runway at Harvey Air Field near Snohomish 
and hit a car Saturday afternoon. No one was hurt.  Seattle Times

5. A GRASS fire which appeared just off the A56, near Rising Bridge, has been
..........................  by firefighters. Lancashire Telegraph 

6. A “psychic” cat in China that correctly …............................. the outcome of six World Cup 
games has met an untimely end, prompting thousands to pour out their grief on Chinese 
social media. Vanguard

7. The Scandinavians have a habit of …...................................... the odds, particularly against 
England, having lost just one of eight previous competitive meetings. Scroll.in

foretold,  leapt,  overshot,  sublet,  upset,  upsets,  wring

1. Their false accusations ........................................  her immensely.
2. He ........................................  to the side to avoid an accident.
3. The Ancient Greeks believed that comets ........................................  disaster and doom.
4. ............................................... gently so you don't damage the material.
5. Milk always ........................................  his stomach.
6. Please ........................................  the wet towel over the sink.
7. The student pilot ........................................  the runway
8. If you ........................................  your rental to someone else while you're away, you must 

check your rental agreement.
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